
IN'.rRO.WCTION -
!'-Ian is the .best creature. He is different trom other beings. 

Reasoo makes distinction bet"t-reen human &'1d non-human beings. 

our da:Uy experience says and history .reveals change in th~ 

v1orld. we find sooial., poli'C.ical., au.J.tural. changes and the 

like. Change of the concept is not uncommon~ From the 

ancient to the present we find discussion on the concept of· 

man and his status.. sometimes men were given prominent and 

primary place and sometimes not. t-D.cient Greeks emphasised 

on the importance of man and declared that man was the measure 

of all things. Their belief is that ·man is little than 

angels. Renaissance au-nanism reminded man of his humanity 

·ttthich is in himself~ Mal':X was also a great hwnanist. He: 

thought that revolution wOUl. d come by c.lass ... struggle. Not 

only the vJestem oountries but also India has. been taking 

up discw;;sion on man and his place in this universe. l'he 
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vedas and puranas speak of man and his place in this worl(4 

In contemporary period Vivekananda, Au.robinda, Gandhi etc. 

have given impo.i:tant place to man. But they admit superna

tural being or spirit. Roy though like Vivekananda, Aurct>inda 

& Gandhi put primary impoz:tance on man yet he differs from 

them for h.is anti~spiritualistic and scientific outlook. He 

tr:l.ed to give a critical and analytical study a.s to the 

place of man and tried to give a scientific explanation on 

different aspects related to man" What has been uttered by 

Roy about 50 years ago, has come to be true now. His new 

thought of man and his relation to society inspired the 

\'rriter much that is why the project has been taken into 

account. 

In this work I in·tend to show by means of both conceptual 

. and historical analysis. of the different st.rands of political 

thoughts . constituting varieties of ·communism and H.lrnanism. 

In doing this vlO.t."k and to arrive at a conclusion I have 

tal~en the concepts in different chapters. 

In Chapter I I have discussed the concept of both the 

~-veste.tn and Indian# to reflect Renaissance period. From the 

discussion it has been revealed that most notable feature 

of Renaissance is liumanism. rare, mere a short history of 

the Renaissance has been given with a view to showing 

importance of human ~-ings,. 
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In Chapter If I :have taken int-o account the concept .of 

rise -of humanism. In this respect I have given a brief 

outline of the rise o£- different forms of humanism in Italy, 

:b,rance, _ bbgland, Germany, Spain, Portugal_ and other small

&l.rapean countries. _ Moreover,the rise of humanism in Ipdic;t _

has also been dealt "i.>~ith. At the end of the survey the 

following conclusions have been arrived at. Negatively 

renaissance is a break with the past and is a aeni~n- of the 

barren speculations of the average thinkers of mediaeval. 

Positively it_ is a rediscovery of the centrality of man as 

enunciated by Prot_agqras and socrates in the classical 

antiquity~_ 

In Chapter Ifl I have discussed the meaning C>f socialism 

and communism. In this regard I have_ mentioned the views _of 

some eminent political thinkers notably Marx, Lenin, Stalin 

etc. ~dian views of communism have also been taken up for 

discus·sion. In this connec-tion, it is shovm why M.N. Roy -has 

discarded Marxism. :r.,ate Roy going beyond Communism develOped 

t;he concept of New or Radical Humanism. He preached the 

concept of pa.rtyless democracy. But why ? This has also 

been discussed._ Moreover, the concepts of justice, liberty, 

equality and fraternity have also been discussed as these 

concepts are related to Socialism and Communism. 

In Chapter IV entitled 'inevitable resurgence of 

Humanism in modern times', it is shown that humanism as an 
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ideal is not out dated or irrelevant.. .Its resurgence in 

modern times ushered in by the discoveries and inventions_ of 

modern scienc;e is essential and Late M .. N.Roy is the first 

thinker to. appreciate its inevi·tability. ·.-,_ 

In Chapter V ent-itled 1New H.unanism and I"l.N• Roy 1 we have 

mentioned, first, some MarXian canqepts which have been 

discarded by _Roy · afi:;er scrutiny. Then we discussed the main 

content of Roy 1s New Hlmanism. we have also noeed different 

phases Roy's life and shown that all phases of his life bear 

his love for human beings. 

In the concluding chapter (i.e., Chapter VI) I have 

mentioned-some vital problems found in Roy's philosophy for 

critical. study to· arrive at a definite conclusion. And it 

is shown that some of the concepts of Roy do.not stand as 

valid. However, I think that his new outlook, love towaJ:ds 

man as man and revolutionary thought have made him alive· 

among the people of both East and West. 

The vrriter has completed the work from her own point o;E.· 

view. Whether the ·work has an.y novelty or not, cri·tical. or 

non-critical, historical or non-hist orica.l can best he. judged 

by the persons. other· than herself. 

' . 


